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Abstract
Changing demographics have led to a need for dual language teachers to adjust their pedagogy to best meet the needs of second language learners in dual language programs. However, the development of linguistic and cognitive skills for dual language learners continues to challenge early childhood teachers (Martínez, 2010; García & Kleifgen, 2010). With this in mind, it is important to explore effective pedagogical practices in dual language programs that encourage meaningful interactions with young bilingual learners (García & Garcia, 2012; Gutiérrez, Zepeda, & Castro, 2010). This study used a qualitative methodology, including classroom observations and interviews, to investigate the teacher’s role in establishing students’ participation when partnered in pairs. Findings reveal the teachers use of visual and auditory scaffolding, strategic pairing of students, and intentional paired learning activities to enhance collaborative exchanges.
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Introduction

Latino children are the fastest growing group of the U.S. population and account for approximately 25% of all children in the U.S. More than two-thirds of young Latino children participate in early childhood education and show greater gains than other groups when enrolled in high quality early childhood contexts (Gormley & Gayer, 2005; National Institute for Early Education Research, [NIEER] 2016). The number of young dual language learners in preschool classrooms also continues to rise (NIEER, 2016). These changing demographics reflect an increase in dual language (DL) programs designed to develop young children’s native language and English (Collier & Thomas, 2009). DL programs provide extensive time for the development of concepts in a child’s first and second language; these programs include students from two language groups. Furthermore, in these programs, languages of instruction are separated based on time spent on each language or by content-area. Students learn the concepts by working together through cognitively challenging, culturally rich and interactive lessons or projects (Collier & Thomas, 2009). The goals are for both groups of language speakers to become linguistically and academically proficient in two languages of instruction.

Based on these goals, teachers adjust their pedagogy accordingly to meet the needs of their students (Alanís, 2013). The development of linguistic and cognitive skills for DL learners continues to challenge early childhood teachers (García & Kleifgen, 2010; Martínez, 2010). Yet, the daily experiences that children have in classrooms influences their level of bilingualism and biliteracy and affects the way they feel about themselves as learners (Alanís, 2013; Baquedano-López, Mangular Figueroa, & Hernandez, 2011). It is, therefore, critical for early childhood teachers to develop effective pedagogical practices to meet the needs of bilingual learners in DL programs (Garcia & Garcia, 2012; Garcia & Sylvan, 2011; Gutiérrez, Zepeda, & Castro, 2010). This article provides a succinct review of the literature on partner-based learning in early childhood settings and the role of the teacher, followed with analyses of classroom observations and interviews with a pre-kindergarten dual language classroom teacher in South Texas.

Theoretical Framework

Using a sociocultural theoretical framework, this study examines teachers’ pedagogical approaches for academic contexts, social interaction, and cultural practices (Donato, 2004; Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003). Scholars have established that peer interactions significantly contribute
to a constant revision of one’s own cognitive system, resulting in the construction of new meanings (Bedrova & Leong, 2015; Puzio & Colby, 2013; De Lisi & Goldbeck, 1999). Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (1978) stressed the role of the more competent partner in achieving cognitive development where learning occurs when children interact with others in intentional and meaningful ways. In Vygotsky’s theory of learning (1978), children’s mental, linguistic, and social development is supported by more competent others within a social context known as the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). In this dyad, children work on a single unified task completed through the sharing of knowledge (Puzio & Colby, 2013). This often pushes learners to reorganize and restructure their thinking leading to higher levels of understanding. This interaction creates a space for children to exchange ideas and learn from each other’s perspectives but often involves collaborative engagement related to language development and social identity (Donato, 2004). These rich sociocultural spaces are significant for children to develop bilingualism and biliteracy through their full cultural and linguistic repertoires (Martinez-Alvarez, Cuevas, & Torres-Guzmán, 2017).

This active view of learning coincides with early childhood initiatives that suggest the development of multiple domains through active pedagogical approaches (National Association for the Education of Young Children, 2009). Thus, classroom spaces should be active sites of learning where children develop concepts, sociocultural knowledge, and academic language (Baquedano-López et al., 2011; Donato, 2004). Although peer collaboration research has shown an enhanced academic development, research reveals teachers often use a teacher-centered pedagogy that provides limited opportunities for student engagement (Bergman & Morphew, 2014; Gjems, 2013). With this in mind, it is important to explore effective pedagogical practices in DL programs that encourage meaningful sociocultural interactions with young bilingual learners (Garcia & García 2012; Gutiérrez et al., 2010).

**Literature Review**

**The Significance of Partner-based Learning**

Discourse and systematic interaction both play a key role in the acquisition of language and content. Thus, small group interactions increase the opportunities for cognitive engagement through discussion (Fawcett & Garton, 2005; Rohrbeck, Ginsburg-Block, Fantuzzo, & Traci, 2003). Learning in partner-based interactions has been connected to greater conceptual
understanding across subject areas such as mathematics, reading, and science as well as language development (Puzio & Colby, 2013; Ramani, 2012; Rittle-Johnson, Fye, McLean & McEldoon, 2013; Tarim, 2009). Successful partner-based learning relies on a dynamic use of language as children engage with each other, their own thinking, and the thinking of their classmates (Cole, 2013; Griffin, 2002; Garton & Pratt, 2001; Samaha & De Lisi, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978).

The ability to generate and maintain successful and effective oral interactions in early childhood leads to “greater flexibility; higher reading and writing competencies; more extensive vocabularies…and more effective listening competencies” (Otto, 2014, p. 20). All lead to the development of the social and academic language of school—particularly significant for bilingual learners who often enter a schooling system that fails to meet their linguistic needs (Garcia & Garcia, 2012).

Rittle-Johnson, Fye, McLean, and McEldoon (2013) concluded that children as young as 4 and 5 years old produced a greater number of correct responses and solutions when engaged with a partner. This research mirrors work by Fawcett and Garton's (2005), in which teachers assigned 6- and 7-year-old children to individual and paired tasks. Children who learned with a partner attained a larger number of correct responses in problem solving tasks than children who worked alone. Park and Lee (2015) examined the importance of interaction with a more knowledgeable peer and noted the use of perspective taking tasks as well as increased cognitive development with collaboration of tasks. In earlier work, Altermatt, Pomerantz, Ruble, Frey, and Greulich (2002) looked at conversations between 106 kindergarten, first- and second-grade students. Children’s conversations with peers were predictive of changes in children’s self-perceptions of competence over time.

Although there are few studies that focus on bilingual children’s dialogue skills, Madrid, Canas, and Ortega-Medina (2007) explored ways in which 16 Spanish-English bilingual children performed on spelling assignments while working in pairs under three conditions: competitive peer tutoring, cooperative peer tutoring, and teacher-led instruction. For bilingual learners, the cooperative peer structure led to a more successful experience. Similarly, Gersten and Baker, (2000) revealed child-child interactions effectively increased English language development, particularly decontextualized language concepts found in academic texts.
Interaction in Early Childhood: The Teacher’s Role

In preschool, children develop the necessary social skills that provide the foundation for skills in literacy, numeracy and socio-emotional development (Ziv, Solomon, & Frye, 2008; Dickinson & Newman, 2006). Effective early childhood teachers provide opportunities for children to participate in collaborative-learning activities that promote empathy and healthy social skills (Vasileiadou, 2009). Moreover, Siraj-Blatchford, and Manni (2008) emphasize the importance of developing activities where young children can use language to support sustained shared learning. Developing skills for collaboration, however, requires providing support and guidance in order to help students learn together. Earlier research by Fawcett and Garton (2005) stressed the need to teach children interactive skills such as providing explanations and asking questions. Siraj-Blatchford and Sylva (2004) suggest that for child-child interactions to be effective, the teacher must carefully organize the learning contexts and environment. Thus, the effectiveness of a paired learning strategy often depends on how the teacher has structured the collaborative tasks (Alanís, 2013; Battistich & Watson 2003; Dillenbourg, 2002).


Early childhood teachers facilitate learning outcomes when children can imitate what they see (Horner, Battacharyya, & O’Connor 2008). Research on the impact of teacher modeling reveals enhanced writing abilities (Gerde, Bingham, & Wasik, 2012) and uses of technology (Freeman & Somerindyk, 2001). Other work in early childhood classrooms, demonstrates how explicit teacher modeling helps children see what is expected of them and helps them work together more effectively (Alanís, 2013).

Lee and Buxton (2013) propose that effective bilingual teachers use appropriate linguistic scaffolding to build students’ conceptual understanding and academic language skills. For bilingual learners, this requires scaffolding while children are engaged in interactive and authentic tasks (Swain, 2001). Collaborative exchanges with young bilingual children, however, has not been widely studied. Given the significance of partner-based learning for children’s academic success, more research is needed that examines DL teachers’ pedagogical practices when developing peer...
learning in early childhood classrooms. The current study seeks to add knowledge to the types of activities and participation structures bilingual preschool teachers use to ensure successful partner-based interactions in early childhood DL classrooms.

**Methods and Data Sources**

This study represents work from a year-long research project focused on the implementation of purposeful social interactions within one prekindergarten Spanish/English two-way dual language classroom in a multiethnic, urban elementary school in South Texas. This study used a qualitative methodology, including classroom observations, field notes, and interviews, to investigate the teacher's activities and structures when establishing students’ participation in pairs. This article examines the following research question: How does one preschool dual language teacher enhance partner-based learning for effective participation and learning?

**Context of the Study**

To address the research question, the focus was on a prekindergarten classroom of four year-olds where the teacher was using a new partner-based strategy for learning as a requirement in the two-way Spanish/English dual language program (Gomez, Freeman, & Freeman, 2005). Pairs are the ideal group size for language learning because they maximize practice opportunities for purposeful and extended talk (Alanís, 2011). Time was spent specifically observing the classroom teacher develop interactive activities for pairs working in learning centers and whole group activities.

Research was conducted in a Federal Title I campus that serves 213 students from predominantly Latino, working-class families of Mexican descent. The DL program is currently in the PreK-2nd grades with one grade level added annually. Located in a densely populated urban neighborhood, families earn a median income of $30,192—significantly lower than the national average and less than half the average for Texas (City-data.com, 2013). According to the campus principal, “Families are predominantly third- or fourth-generation who want their children to regain their Spanish language” (Personal communication, January 22, 2016). As young Spanish heritage language learners, children arrive at the school with a strong command of English while in the process of regaining their Spanish language through the DL program.
Teachers had begun an initial implementation of the strategy of bilingual pairs. The use of bilingual pairs for linguistic and conceptual development requires teachers to assess students’ linguistic and academic proficiency levels and heterogeneously partner children based on those levels (Alanís, 2013). For example, teachers pair Spanish-speaking children with English-speaking children to create a heterogeneous language pairing. Children work with their partners during large and small group interactions. Teachers adjust partner assignments based on teacher observation of children’s language and development. As part of the requirement, teachers ask pairs to engage with each other on one assignment where they share the materials for the completion of the task.

Participants

Purposeful sampling was used to discover, understand, and gain insight into the teacher’s use of partner-based learning (Merriam, 2009). Mrs. Benavides (pseudonym), the focal teacher, was in her second year of teaching. She identified as a Mexican-American; raised bilingually but English dominant. As the English model in the two-way program, she taught English language arts to the English dominant children while the Spanish dominant children went to a partner teacher for Spanish language arts instruction.

The class consisted of a heterogeneous mix of students from varying language and socioeconomic backgrounds. All 24 prekindergarten children had varying levels of Spanish and English bilingualism. Mrs. Benavides used a Home Language Survey with information reported by parents during enrollment to determine initial language dominance. Based on this information, the class consisted of 16 English-dominant students (14 of Mexican descent) with various levels of receptive Spanish and eight Spanish-dominant students with some degree of bilingualism. Parents of all children provided consent to participate in this study as outlined in our IRB protocol.

The data collected were part of a larger qualitative case study where observational data from Mrs. Benavides’ classroom was collected over one academic-year. For this analysis, observations were twice a week for two hours a day over the fall semester of 2016. Observations occurred during children’s learning center time and whole group instruction and focused on the teacher’s daily pedagogical practice. The data collection included: (a) two in-person interviews with the pre K teacher; one at the beginning of the study and one at the end of the study;
interviews were 20-30 minutes; (b) transcripts of weekly audio and video recordings while children were engaged in whole group and learning centers; and (c) field notes from video recordings and classroom observations. A mixture of tools were used for recording student talk, including video recordings, audio recordings, and handwritten field notes. The use of video recordings enhanced the quality and accuracy of field notes and were instrumental in studying and analyzing interactions between children. Each recording was transcribed for analysis. Pseudonyms for participants were assigned to protect participants’ identity.

Data Analysis

Data analysis began with an initial coding of classroom segments of the data that answered the research question: How does one preschool dual language teacher enhance partner-based learning for effective participation and learning? The analysis process involved transcribing audio and video recordings, analyzing the teacher’s instructions, documenting students’ engagement with partners, and reviewing researcher field notes. Field notes and transcriptions of video recordings were analyzed in order to identify themes and patterns relevant to the research question (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Open coding of the transcriptions were followed by axial coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2007) that developed into categories related to children’s engagement with their peers, recurring episodes, and the teacher’s strategy.

The researcher spent considerable amount of time in the classroom before and after the data collection in an effort to build relationships with the teacher and children. Designed to develop participants’ trust in the researcher, this extended time contributed to the trustworthiness of the data. In the following section, findings are organized around three salient themes related to the implementation of the collaborative learning strategy: (1) the use of teacher scaffolding, (2) strategic pairing of students and (3) intentional paired learning activities.

Findings

The following describes the typical schedule of Mrs. Benavides’s DL pre-k classroom, including routines such as instructional and/or content time (e.g., large and small group) and learning center time (e.g., play-based activities).
Visual and Auditory Scaffolds

Scaffolding happened regularly and across diverse tasks (text, spoken language) and situations. Mrs. Benavides used several visual scaffolds that provided picture cues for her young learners. These included a partner chart, anchor charts, and modeling. A partner chart, using students’ names and pictures, allowed children to see with whom they were partnered. She posted this chart near the front of the classroom and referred to it daily. To develop their collaborative relationship, Mrs. Benavides asked children to sit with their partners.

A second visual scaffold was the creation of anchor charts that provided cues for what learning with a partner should look like and sound like. Mrs. Benavides created these visuals as a class activity with children providing their own ideas. She sat her 4-year olds on the carpet and asked them to tell her what they thought “working with a partner should look like?” Children used the language with which they were most comfortable when they provided responses, such as:

“You should stay with your partner.”

“Tienen que trabajar juntos.” (They need to work together).

As children spoke, she wrote their responses on chart paper. Mrs. Benavides also suggested they should look at their partner when talking to them and share their materials—effective features of cooperative learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1994).

Mrs. Benavides engaged in a think-pair-share strategy where she asked children to think about what working with a partner should sound like and then to pair and share with their partner about their response. She regrouped the students as a whole group and asked them again, “What should working with a partner sound like?” Children’s overwhelming response was, “Talking, you should be talking!” Mrs. Benavides extended that idea, “Yes, you should be talking, but you should also be listening to what your partner is saying, right?” Children nodded their heads in agreement. Together, Mrs. Benavides and students established that working with a partner should sound like “saying nice things to your partner,” “saying please and thank you,” and “listening.” The creation of the anchor chart allowed Mrs. Benavides to discover children’s ideas as they constructed their own understandings of the paired learning strategy.

One particular morning, students were sitting on the carpet as Mrs. Benavides was teaching her morning lesson. They had been learning about shapes and sizes; today’s shape was a rhombus. Following her lesson, Mrs. Benavides instructed students to go with their partners and
Mrs. Benavides noticed that many children were completing the task but individually. She called the children back to the carpet.

Mrs. B: Boys and girls, everyone come to the carpet. You need to be working with your partner. Where is your partner?

Mrs. B: Ms. Christie, you are my partner.

Mrs. B: Ms. C and I are partners. We got a sheet of paper just like you did, okay?

Ms. C, what color do you want?

Ms. C: Red

Mrs. B: Here Ms. C

Ms. C: Thank you

Mrs. B: Okay we are going to do a rhombus, big, middle, and small.

Ms. C: Let’s work together. [emphasizing partner work for the children]

Mrs. B: Yes, so do you wanna draw the rhombus?

Ms. C: Yes, I’ll go first

Mrs. B: You draw it, and I’ll color it. We can take turns.

Students sat quietly, patiently waiting to see what they were going to draw. Once done, Mrs. Benavides turned to her class and said:

Mrs. B: What do you all think?

Students: YES we like it! They all screamed with a few even clapping with joy and excitement.

Mrs. B: We worked in partners; we shared our work just like we said we would on the chart over there. Do you think you can do that with your partner?

Young girl: Yes we can! [She jumped in the air with one hand raised.]

Mrs. B: Okay you’re gonna start again.

Mrs. Benavides modeled what she expected students to do while also providing the language they were to be using such as, “Now it’s your turn,” or “You draw it, and I’ll color it.”
After the demonstration, students returned to their tables to complete the task. Once students were done, they showed Mrs. Benavides their work. She emphatically said, “That’s excellent partner work. You shared the materials and did it together. I knew you could do it!” She turned the researcher, and excitedly said, “It worked! I can’t believe it took me so long to try that!” This reflection was a pivotal transition for Mrs. Benavides, who began to scaffold children’s learning by modeling her expectations and the steps it would take to complete a task on a regular basis.

Indeed, she used more modeling as the semester continued but also extended the modeling to include other children in the class. Continued observations revealed that Mrs. Benavides would routinely assemble her children on the carpet and ask them to watch as she presented a new center activity. For example, when introducing a matching picture card to words game, she slowly took cards out of a baggie and placed them in front of her. She showed children how to complete the activity as she talked them through it.

Mrs. B: “When you shuffle the cards don’t do it very fast. Take it easy and go slowly” [After her initial demonstration, she asked Marco (a Spanish dominant child) and Sandra (an English dominant child) to come show her how they were to ‘play’ with the materials.]

Mrs B: “Who is going to take out the materials?” Marco pointed to Sandra. “Good, Marco, you are letting your partner go first, but take turns taking the materials out and putting them away.”

Next, she asked Marco to shuffle the cards and for Sandra to help him. As Sandra was shuffling, Marco said, “despacio” [go slowly] using his teacher’s language. Mrs. Benavides walked them through the process of taking turns while playing the game. She focused on the turn-taking and the language use.

Mrs. B: “When you pick up a card, read it and ask your partner to find the matching picture. Try it Marco, pick a card and read the word on the card.”

Marco picked a card and read, “elefante” (elephant)

Mrs. B: “Now ask Sandra to find the matching picture.”

Marco: “¿Dónde está?” (Where is it?) He showed her the picture card. Sandra searched through the cards until she found the picture of an elephant.

Mrs. B: “What is it, Sandra?”
Sandra: “An elephant.”

Mrs. B: “Is she right, Marco?” Marco nodded. “Yes, she is right, so place it next to Marco’s card.”

These instructions prompted students to engage with their partner and encouraged the use of more language within the interaction. During our final interview, Mrs. Benavides expressed her delight with the strategy:

Well, it took me a while to figure it out, but once I did, the kids just got it! They really enjoy working with their partner. It has been wonderful to see them work together—no, learn together because they really are learning from each other. Now kids are talking more, in English and Spanish, and even though I have to get on them about the noise level, they really are engaged.

Mrs. Benavides’ reflection reveals her understanding that children are learning content and language from each other when given the opportunity to engage with a partner. These opportunities create a natural ZPD for children (Vygotsky, 1978).

**Strategic Pairing of Students**

Initially, Mrs. Benavides heterogeneously paired children based on their language dominance, as determined by the Home Language Survey. Thus, to enhance language development within a ZPD, students were partnered with a student whose language skills were slightly above their level to create opportunities for children to learn language and concepts from each other (Alanís, 2011; Bedrova & Leong, 2015). By the end of September, however, Mrs. Benavides had administered the Woodcock Muñoz Language Survey (Woodcock & Muñoz-Sandoval, 1993) to all students to determine language skills in English and Spanish. She used these scores to reassess her pairings. She paired students using a high/medium or medium/low criteria. For example, children who scored as intermediate Spanish speakers were partnered with children who were in the process of learning Spanish or beginners. This criterion allows children to work within their ZPD because one partner’s level was slightly above the other. However, Mrs. Benavides understood that formal language assessments do not always capture what bilingual children can do in both of their languages (Gottlieb, 2006). When interviewed, she explained the following:
Even though Alicia scored low in both English and Spanish, she knows a lot more than you think. She’s very quiet, but I have heard her speaking to Diego in centers. Right now, she understands more than she can say, but she is picking up Spanish very quickly. If you talk to her in Spanish, she understands you. I have her as the English model with Diego who is very strong in his Spanish. As a result, she continued to use teacher observations and student work samples to monitor children’s development and learning. She used this information to guide decision-making related to her pairings.

Like many early childhood teachers, Mrs. Benavides used learning centers throughout her day where children were free to choose activities of interest. Sara and Alex were at the science center one day. According to Mrs. Benavides, Alex, a strong Spanish-speaker was partnered with Sara because of Sara’s verbal ability in English. Both students were looking at one large picture book of various animals. Alex was turning the pages of the book, and Sara was holding a magnifying glass so that both could see the details of the animals. Both commented about the pictures.

Sara: Look! It is the baby of the dinosaur.

Alex: Yeah, el bebé del triceratops. (Yeah, the baby of the triceratops.)

They quickly got to the end of the book; both closed it up. Sara promptly handed the magnifying glass to Alex and said, “Here, it’s your turn,” while she returned the picture book to the shelf. As they both walked over to the art center, they used the magnifying glass to look at different boxes of crayons, markers, and paint cartons that were stored on the lower shelves. Each time, Sara described what they were seeing or asked questions about the materials; again, Alex listened and added contributions using his Spanish skills.

Mrs. Benavides used regular and ongoing assessment of children’s interactions to determine children’s progress in language and concept development but also to determine the effectiveness of the pairing. Mrs. Benavides stated:

Sara is the perfect partner for Alex because she talks a lot and is very patient with him. I have noticed sometimes she even waits for him to repeat what she is saying. I didn’t teach them—she just did it on her own. But, Sara is learning Spanish from Alex too. The dinosaurs for example, Alex knows a lot about them and is teaching all of us!
Sara and Alex are ideal partners because they both need interactive spaces in which each can continue to grow linguistically. Because Mrs. Benavides knows her students, she can adjust pairing and instructions that match their zone of proximal development.

In another area of the classroom, Madison, Adrian, Jacob, and Sylvia were one day playing in the dramatic play area. According to Mrs. Benavides, Adrian and Sylvia were developing their English skills while Jacob was strong in both English and Spanish. Madison was developing her Spanish skills. As children engaged in the different centers, Jacob took Sylvia’s hand and said, “Vente partner” (Come on, partner). They walked together to join Madison and Adrian who were already at the dramatic play area.

Jacob: Let’s play family.
Madison: Who is going to be the dad?
Jacob: I’m going to be the mom!
Madison: No no no, you’re going to be the brother (as she points to Jacob), you’re going to be the dad (pointing to Adrian), I’m going to be the mom, and you’re going to be the big sister (pointing to Mariam).
Sylvia: Ok [she smiled enthusiastically]
Jacob: Ok, I am the dad. [] Jacob was clearly disappointed with this arrangement but complied with Madison.]

While Sylvia stood at the kitchenette pretending to make food with playdoh, Adrian was tending to a stuffed animal pretending to change its diaper. Jacob got out four pie pans and sat them all out on the table as if dinner was about to be served. He called out, “Adrian, ven, vamos a comer.” (Adrian, come on let’s eat.) Adrian rushed over to the table. Children collaborated and helped each other in roles that were comfortable for them. Some children like Madison, planned and directed, while others simply played along.

Mrs. Benavides reflected on the heterogeneous nature of the pairs, “Children like Jacob, [who can speak both languages], are so helpful. I mean, they really help their friends but they help me too. I move him around based on who I need him to work with.” Indeed, Jacob’s ability to navigate both languages played a key role in this arrangement as he engaged all three children in the dramatic play activity.
Intentional Paired Learning Activities

Students spent much of their mornings working in learning centers. One particular visit, students were working on math center activities centered on pattern understanding. For many young learners, sorting is a precursor for more abstract pattern understanding (Rittle-Johnson et al., 2013). Here, Mrs. Benavides offers a number of noteworthy strategies. She provided a bucket of objects so that children could practice their sorting skills as they progressed to more challenging pattern formations. She asked students to share the materials and observe their partner as they sorted the objects to see if they could determine what attribute they were using. Mrs. Benavides explained:

Josue needed experiences to build his awareness of sorting objects. His only sorting attribute was by color, but at some point, he noticed the ways in which his partner, Patricia, was categorizing the objects by size and shape. He began to imitate what she was doing.

Although Mrs. Benavides did not explicitly tell Josue how he could sort, his observations of Patricia’s examples were enough for him to augment his sorting techniques. Because Patricia was stronger in her sorting ability, she was able to model the skill for Josue. Eventually, his sorting categories included size and shape.

Engaging in the task of multiple sorts with Patricia helped Josue think about categories and attributes of objects in multiple ways. Mrs. Benavides continued, “Over time, Josue has learned more and is creating his own categories and then asking Patricia to guess the attributes he used for sorting.” This task required pairs to use math vocabulary to justify their thinking as well as engagement with each other. Mrs. Benavides’ observation that Josue was developing his math skills through partner work led her to extend the activities at the math center to focus on more abstract pattern understanding.

In another area of the classroom, two children were engaged in drawing AB patterns with shapes when Diego said, “¡Mira, Alicia! Diamante, círculo, diamante, círculo, triángulo….¡No! ¡Diamante, círculo, diamante!” (Look Alicia, diamond, circle, diamond, circle, triangle…no, diamond, circle, diamond!). Diego adjusted his work to accommodate for the error. Showing Alicia his work provided a visual for him to see and adjust his thinking immediately. Allowing children to engage in interactive activities that required a shared level of understanding led to the ability for children to catch errors as they explained their thinking to their partner, which led to
an effective cycle of trial and error in their internalization of the learning (Vygotsky, 1978).

**Discussion**

Given the influx of dual language programs in the U.S., it is important for early childhood teachers to develop strong pedagogical practices that will accommodate bilingual children’s needs as they develop bilingualism and biliteracy. Vygotsky’s work reveals how successful learning relies on the active exchange of ideas through language as children engage with each other through observation and imitation (Garton, Harvey, & Pratt, 2003). These interactions can be adapted to meet the needs of children in a variety of classrooms and in a variety of languages.

The purpose of this research study was to examine how one preschool dual language teacher’s daily pedagogical practice enhances partner-based learning for effective participation and learning. This study reveals the need for careful attention and planning by the teacher. This planning requires the teacher to focus on the children’s level of language, engage in continuous assessment, and develop paired learning activities that promote language and interaction (Siraj-Blatchford & Manni, 2008). Pairing children heterogeneously based on language and cognitive ability creates a natural ZPD for children. This ZPD, however, is not static but dynamically adjusted during interactions with more knowledgeable peers while engaged in a learning task (Bedrova & Leong, 2015).

Paired learning is effective if students understand what to do and how to manage themselves within their pairings (Alanis, 2013). Effective teachers create the routines and expectations for interactive learning (Battistich & Watson, 2003; Dillenbourg, 2002). Mrs. Benavides adjusted her scaffolding through modeling and opportunities for practice. In this way, children had a clear understanding of what she expected of them. The significance of teacher modeling cannot be overstated. As teachers model, they demonstrate how to engage with a partner and encourage the use of language within the interaction. Mrs. Benavides established a consistent routine of modeling her expectations, children were able to follow her demonstrations and apply them to their own partner-based learning. It is imperative for teachers to model how children will take turns and the language they should be using with one another such as, “What do you think?” or “Now it’s your turn.” As children develop these skills, their learning takes on a deeper level of understanding and increases their cognition and language development. This co-
construction of knowledge sends powerful messages to children—they have the power to help themselves and others.

The concept of partner-based learning relies on the shared construction of knowledge through listening and thinking (Bedrova & Leong, 2015). Like teacher modeling, the sharing of materials is an essential component in collaborative learning. In an early childhood classroom, this can be as simple as reading a big book together at a literacy center or creating AB patterns in a math center. The act of taking turns, listening to each other, and thinking about the other’s words during their big book reading on dinosaurs, for example, helped Alex and Sara develop their linguistic and academic skills in a space that was comfortable and meaningful for them. These intentional configurations allow children to display their knowledge in ways that reveal their competence as learners and language users.

When teachers design instruction that includes opportunities to talk, they place children in positions where they are both recipients and producers of knowledge (Vygotsky, 1978). Mrs. Benavides enhanced the academic interactions when children worked on a unified task that required sharing of materials. One set of manipulatives encouraged each child to contribute to the process as they completed the task together. Requiring children to share materials with their partners created opportunities for children to learn from each other and gain an awareness of what they know and what they do not know (Rittle-Johnson, Saylor, & Swygert, 2007).

In this classroom, children were developing their biliteracy skills within what Krashen (1987) termed the silent period, where bilingual children silently listen as they process the target language before they begin to use it with confidence. When Mrs. Benavides created a dramatic play area, she facilitated interaction with peers. Creating an environment where children can share similar interests or experiences leads to learning. Even though Adrian and Sylvia did not engage in the discussions, they were listening and engaging with their classmates in roles that were easy for them to follow.

Finally, authentic assessment, such as observation, yields information that is useful in planning instruction. When teachers use this data to improve planning and systematic support, it leads to meaningful learning experiences for young children. For Mrs. Benavides, assessment on children’s performance and progress was an ongoing cycle that included the collection of multiple forms of data, interpretation, reflection, and decision-making. Effective early childhood teachers develop these skills of observation across contexts and over time and use continual reflection on
their use of the data cycle and authentic assessment to improve teaching and learning (McAfee, Leong, & Bodrova, 2016). Mrs. Benavides used this data to determine children’s ZPD and develop paired learning activities that extended bilingual children’s thinking and language production.

**Conclusion**

Early childhood teachers can provide assistance, guidance, and direction through scaffolding children’s social construction of knowledge. In this case, paired learning provided opportunities for sharing ideas and practicing oral language skills in nonthreatening environments. This pedagogical practice recognizes that learning is enhanced when it happens in contexts that are socio-culturally and linguistically meaningful for the learner (Garcia & Garcia, 2012; Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003).

This work supports the need for dual language teachers to develop activities and structures that lead to successful interactions in the early childhood classroom. Effective early childhood teachers enrich emergent bilingual children’s experiences by scaffolding paired learning opportunities within learning centers, dramatic play areas, and intentional partner-based activities. The rich sociocultural spaces where children use their full cultural and linguistic repertoires are significant for biliteracy development (Martinez-Alvarez et al., 2017). When teachers intentionally create these collaborative spaces, they acknowledge the active role that students play in the learning process and that all children have significant contributions to make in their learning process.
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